My small Roman stuff
Things that we doing are designed only for historical festivals participation -reenactment. They are
made in small series and are designed primarily for our Legion IIII Schytica.

Lorica hamata lock-hooks Mainz model
Mainz hamata hooks - silver plated. Museum exhibit.

My original wax model.

Vindunissa hamata hangers
There are not many publications and photos o show details and quality imageson) on the subject
Vindunissa hamata hangers. But I tried to make a decent replica on the subject for the needs of
the correct historical reenactment.
This is complete Vindunissa hamata hangers silver-plated version.

The museum originals apparently have a silver or tin coating surface.

These are described in the: Katalog der Militaria aus Vindonissa Mil № 895 and № 860.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
The brass model.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
My wax model. The hangers have a specific relief that I must take into account in order to be
able to use them practically.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Buckle for pugio scabbard

..And my wax work on them.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Applique-Depicting the Head of Cupid. 1st AD
Once the I saw this pendant-application in a website (which I can not find now to give а link). I decided
that this is a very beautiful article: it was described as: Applique-Depicting the Head of Cupid. 1st AD.
Head of Cupid upon on 'dolphin-tail' crescent.
Measures 44 mm by 34 mm. It will serve me for a belt pendants and other ornaments on clothes and
military equipment.

These are the stages of my waxwork. I had to do some series ,while the succeed to get closer
closer to the original.

I got the idea to make something very beautiful and attractive.For this purpose I had to prepare
about 70 brass trims applications.

Here they are in tinned version.
Few of my new wax (0.5 mm thick). Аs it is seen in the back row I have made a new model “head
of Cupid “(for variety). In my new project I will have 10 different models of
Cupid head . Even they are made on wax (in the way they are made in antiquity) they are very
beautiful.

My centurio leather Subarmalis (decorated with a Cupid Head applique )!

This is the mouthpiece of Roman CORNO from Mainz museum and my version which I did for our
club CORNO.

These are three Roman Ring-keys. Particularly suitable for SIGNIFER because he was treasurer
of the centuria or cohort.

My wax models.

Phallus
Made by inspiration from the book "Radman-Livaja Militaria Sisciensia Croatia Zagreb .Very
popular as an amulet between legionaries .

"Greek and Scythian arrows heads".

Part of my wax work.

